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Chapter 1291: Uporo 

"Jijun World? I see." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and the star map he got happened to have the coordinates of this world. 

At this time. 

"Your Excellency is from another world?" 

"Moreover, your cultivation base is more than just a quasi emperor?" 

Geng Tianlu asked suspiciously: "I have ruled Tiancang Xing for a long time, and know everything well, 

but I can't remember that there is a person like Your Excellency in Tiancang Continent." 

"you guessed right." 

"I am from another world." 

Su Lang smiled at the corner of his mouth, "But don't ask why the world consciousness doesn't reject 

me, you just have no comment." 

"..." 

Geng Tian Lu really wanted to ask, but Su Lang choked back. 

He now feels that Su Lang is unfathomable, so even the Heavenly Remnant Star Lord dare not get angry 

easily. 

"correct." 

Su Lang suddenly asked, "I think your Heavenly Remnant Star seems to have the aura of the Great 

Emperor, what is that?" 

"Haha, I have nothing to comment." 

Geng Tian Lu smiled like an old naughty boy, then looked at Su Lang sideways. 

"I fork..." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, "Don't tell me, don't worry, I originally planned to help you, and I will repay you 

for your grace to solve your doubts." 

"Help me?" 

"Can you really help me?" 

There was a bright light in Geng Tianlu's eyes, but then it dimmed again, "Forget it, the angler is too 

strong, you probably can't help. 

I am going to prepare now for the old man to lead the entire Celestial Star's creatures to wander into 

the void. 
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I don’t know if the old man has a few days to live and whether he can accomplish this..." 

Talking. 

Geng Tianlu straightened up, then staggered away like a porcelain guy, bending over. 

"It seems to be really strong." 

"Can you tell me the name and strength of that person?" 

Su Lang smiled blankly, "If it's really too strong, I can walk around." 

"Okay." 

Gengtian Road stopped, "That person is Wu Boruo, known as the Origin Demon Emperor, but the ruler 

of the Dark Sky World, a terrifying emperor!" 

"The Origin Devil!?" 

Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth and muttered, "Why is this guy, is he called Wu Boruo?" 

Hearing Su Lang's murmur, Geng Tian Lu instantly changed his expression. 

"You...you know the Origin Devil Emperor!?" 

Geng Tianlu asked with a look of horror, "And listening to your tone, you don't seem to be afraid of 

being an enemy of him!?" 

"Yes, I know the Origin Devil Emperor." 

Su Lang shook his head and smiled, "And he has already forged a grudge against me." 

"Your Excellency actually has an enmity with the Origin Devil Emperor!?" 

"That's too... the Origin Devil Emperor is really heinous, and he is doing harm to others everywhere, it's 

too hateful!" 

Geng Tianlu's face was full of surprises, and immediately felt that this expression was not very good, so 

he changed the look of the same enemy. 

Immediately after. 

Geng Tianlu looked at Su Lang pleadingly: "Your Excellency, since we have the same enemy, let's join 

forces! 

I got news from Xuyanfang City that the vanguard troops in Dark Sky World’s attack on Tiancang Xing 

were only quasi-emperor class! 

Moreover, Wu Bo Ruo will basically not leave Dark Sky Star, as long as we become the hard bones of the 

vanguard, if Wu Bo has no way, it is likely to shift the target! " 

"Oh?" 

"You are so clear about the trend of the dark world? Yes, you." 



Su Lang raised his eyebrows and was a little surprised. At the same time, he became more and more 

interested in Xuyanfang City. He wanted to take out the messenger hand talisman and go in for a stroll. 

Moreover, from the words of Gengtian Road. 

Su Lang also learned other information. 

For example, Wu Boruo will basically not leave Dark Sky Star. 

Is it because he doesn't want to? 

Probably because of the special cultivation system, the deity is weak, so he dare not leave the nest 

easily. 

"Basically certain." 

"Wuporuo's state of cultivation was relatively weak." 

"Hey, this is great news for me." 

"I am not repelled by world consciousness. This is the best condition for assassinating Uboluo." 

"However, the situation of Uporo has to be investigated more clearly." 

Su Lang's eyes narrowed, "Moreover, you can't go to Suanfang City to investigate, otherwise you will 

definitely be discovered by the big fat house in Wuboruo." 

Chapter 1292: Is to rescue you by the way 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang decided to start from the vanguard team of the Dark Sky World. 

At this time. 

"It's useless to get news." 

"My dying old man is lonely and helpless." 

Geng Tianlu smiled bitterly and said: "People are not afraid of me knowing, just press them up, I will die 

except flee." 

"Except fleeing is death? A joke!" 

Su Lang sneered, "We are waiting here for the vanguard team of the dark world, and give him a wait and 

see." 

"hiss!" 

Geng Tianlu's eyes shot out intense light, "So, your Excellency has agreed to join hands with me?" 

"Not joining hands with you." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "I am helping you by the way." 
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"Old Gengtian Road, thank you fellow Taoists for your kindness!" 

Geng Tianlu turned a blind eye to Su Lang's arrogance, and bowed straight to a ninety degree. 

After knowing that Dark Sky World was going to do something to himself, Geng Tianlu contacted a few 

old friends of Quasi-Great Emperor. 

But when those people heard that they were going to fight the Dark Sky World, they all dared not help. 

Now that Su Langken took action, although he had the same enemy, Geng Tianlu was very grateful. 

"The deity's single name is a wave character." 

Su Lang smiled: "Tell me, what hole cards do you have." 

"There is an emperor-level skeleton!" 

Geng Tianlu said frankly, "It was passed down from the original battle, and can temporarily exert the 

fighting power of the quasi-great emperor. 

It is a pity that those broken corpses and bones of the Great Emperor have been completely lost over 

the years. " 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded, the trace of the great emperor-level aura he felt before in the dark road should be 

emitted from that great emperor's bones. 

It is a pity that only the quasi-emperor's strength can be exerted. 

"It is said that the warriors of the dark sky world can temporarily burst out stronger power." 

Geng Tianlu said with some worry, "I don't know if the quasi-great emperor breaks out, we will not be 

able to resist it." 

"You can rest assured." 

"As long as it's not the real emperor, I can kill him with just one finger." 

Su Lang suddenly twitched the corner of his mouth, showing a slight smile, "Maybe I don't need to do it 

myself, that guy will die." 

"what!?" 

"This...this is too exaggerated!?" 

Geng Tianlu looked at Su Lang in disbelief, "Could it be that...friend Lang Daoist is...the Great Emperor!?" 

"No." 

"I'm a Second Rank Martial Emperor, haha." 

Su Lang laughed, revealing the truest cultivation level fluctuation. 

"Second Rank Wudi!?" 



Now Zi Geng Tian Lu was dumbfounded. 

He is almost reaching the limit, and he has lived for 50 million years. It can be said that he is an old man. 

However, he now has the feeling that an old driver is in a black car. 

Geng Tianlu recalled the scene of the conversation with Su Lang before. 

Su Lang's slow, arrogant and unruly expression; the easy arrogance of killing him on Geng Tianlu; the 

contempt of the quasi-great emperor of the Dark Sky world with his hand waving... 

Looking back now, why is it like a fool? 

Why did I believe in Gengtian Road? 

Still begging him to join hands? 

Honestly explained the hole cards? 

"..." 

Geng Tianlu pursed his shriveled mouth, his wrinkled face was full of Erha's expression. 

but. 

He thought of Su Lang's other abnormal behavior. 

For example, Su Lang can easily see through his identity and cultivation base. For example, Su Lang is not 

repelled by world consciousness. For example, Su Lang's purpose is to find information about the place 

of exile... 

"This... is really invisible!" 

Geng Tianlu suppressed Erha's expression, "Moreover, in my case, I can only trust others." 

At this time. 

"Don't think I'm just the Second Rank Martial Emperor." 

"I'm not bragging about real strength at all." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Don't tell me, you take me to see the great emperor-level skeleton." 

Su Lang is still very interested in the bones of the emperor! 

"Row!" 

"I'll take you!" 

Geng Tianlu nodded, and tore open the space channel between waves, "Please!" 

"Huh~" 

"Your understanding of the spatial rules is really unflattering." 

In Geng Tian Lu's speechless expression, Su Lang walked into the space passage very disgustedly. 



The picture in front of me turned around and came to a very magnificent underground palace. 

Chapter 1293: Recast 

This palace is nothing like a palace. 

But like an underground world supported by countless giant sky pillars. 

Mountains and rivers, green grasslands, all there are. 

Daring to use heaven and earth as a palace, it can be seen that Gengtian Road was also mad, and he 

deserves to be the Lord of One Star, the quasi-great emperor. 

"This way, please!" 

Gengtian Road leads the way. 

Soon, the two came to a quiet room with dense formations. 

Inside the quiet room sits a skeleton, its size and structure are very similar to the human race. 

However, two sharp horns grew out of the skull on the top of his head, gleaming with sharp rays of light, 

containing the power of a terrifying avenue. 

Su Lang could tell at a glance that this skeleton had been refined into a rank nine emperor soldier, and 

the strongest one could erupt the cultivation base of the quasi-great emperor. 

"the host!" 

When the emperor's skeleton saw Gengtian Road, he got up and saluted. 

"Gu, this is Langdi." 

Geng Tian Lu pointed to Su Lang next to him, and solemnly introduced. 

"Ancient has seen Lord Langdi." 

The emperor's skeleton turned and saluted Su Lang. 

"Very polite." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, "It's just that he's not in good health, it's been ruined too badly." 

This statement came out. 

Geng Tianlu suddenly rolled his eyes, sweating profusely. 

Langdi, what are you talking about? 

What does it mean to have a bad body and be ruined too badly? 

This is easy to misunderstand, okay? 

And, with a skeleton... or a male skeleton, bah, I dare not think about it! 

"What are you thinking about?" 
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Su Lang looked at Gengtian Road with a bit of disgust, "I said your refining technique is not good and you 

are violent, don't you accept it?" 

"Uh." 

"I serve..." 

The corner of Geng Tianlu's mouth twitched, and then he nodded with a straight look, "Your Excellency 

Langdi can correct me? Where can I improve?" 

"In my opinion." 

Su Lang patted the bone shoulder of ‘Gu’, "All have to be recast!" 

"what!?" 

"This can't work!" 

Geng Tianlu shook his head hurriedly, "Gu has been following me for many years, and recasting will kill 

him!" 

Gu Ye's skeleton trembled slightly, not knowing whether he was afraid or angry. 

"Haha!" 

"Actually, I still have a way to promote it without killing the weapon spirit." 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly, "If the materials are enough, even the Great Emperor's soldiers can reach it!" 

This statement came out. 

Geng Tianlu's eyes stared out: "What? Promoted to Emperor Soldier? This is absolutely impossible!" 

"Of course ordinary people can't do it." 

Su Lang asked seriously, "But do you think I'm like an ordinary person?" 

"Do not." 

Geng Tianlu shook his head, and added in his heart: I think you are like a bold liar... 

"That's not enough." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, "Well, you give me all your wealth, I see if I can help you promote Kujin to 

the emperor soldier." 

"All net worth?" 

Geng Tianlu looked astonished, and added another sentence in his heart: Are you really a liar? You came 

to Tiancangxing to lie to me for money! ? 

"Yes!" 

Su Lang naturally said, "To be promoted to the Great Emperor Soldier, a huge amount of materials and 

immortal sources are required. If you don't give it to me, do you want me to come out by myself." 



"This......" 

Geng Tian Lu asked suspiciously, "Can you really promote Kujin to the emperor soldier?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes: "Don't you believe it, so you still ask?" 

"No... I just want to ask..." 

Geng Tianlu stared at Su Lang with old eyes, "Can you just promote me to the emperor?" 

In fact, Geng Tian Lu still didn't believe that Su Lang could promote Kuching to the rank of Emperor 

Soldier, so this sentence he said carried a strong teasing connotation. 

however. 

Su Lang said with a serious face: "Well, it's not possible now, and even if I can do it, I won't be your turn, 

and you can't pay." 

"puff......" 

Geng Tian Lu felt like vomiting, and he screamed in his heart: You really dare to blow anything, the 

Xinghai area will make you blow it! 

"I can't help you promote to the emperor level" 

"However, it is completely possible to help Kujin get promoted." 

"Even if you can't be promoted to the Great Emperor's Soldier, it is absolutely no problem to become a 

Quasi-Great Emperor's Soldier." 

"At that time, it will definitely be able to exert a stronger combat effectiveness, maybe I don't need to 

shoot it myself." 

Su Lang said loudly, "You really don't believe me, I can show it to you." 

Chapter 1294: You are three conditions! 

Talking. 

In Gengtian Road, he looked suspiciously. 

Su Lang took out an imperial soldier from the storage space. 

This emperor soldier was a long-handled Yanyue knife, four ranks, captured from the hand of a certain 

martial emperor of Jingtianxing. 

Among the nine imperial soldiers captured by Su Lang, the spirit of this Yanyue Sword was the most 

violent and the most difficult to tame. 

"let me go!" 

"I Yanhu will never surrender!" 

Yanyue Daoqi Ling turned into a shirtless man, roaring at Su Lang. 
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"This is the imperial soldier I just captured." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, then waved his big hand. 

A light curtain obscured the vision of Gengtian Road, and Su Lang immediately used weapon evolution. 

In a flash. 

Yanyuedao's aura rose sharply, and he was directly promoted to the rank five emperor soldier! 

Yanyue's swordsman spirit, the shirtless man was stunned in an instant, he looked at Su Lang 

dumbfounded, shocked, but also extremely regretful. 

He is not stupid. 

Immediately inferring from his own changes, Su Lang is a rare super crafting master who can help the 

emperor to be promoted! 

Having such a master is something that every weapon dreams of! 

"Yanhu knocked on his master!" 

The shirtless man knelt on the ground with a thump, "Thank the master for not considering the 

predecessors, and supporting the servant!" 

"stand up." 

Su Lang kicked the big man, and immediately looked at Gengtian Road, "How about it, believe it!" 

"I believe!" 

Geng Tianlu stared at Yanyue Sword Spirit, nodded heavily. 

Although he couldn't see through what heaven-defying methods Su Lang used. 

However, the emperor soldier was promoted from rank four to rank five! 

The Nine Turns Emperor Binggu next to him was even more envious. 

Had he not only had one bone, his eyes would have been red with envy. 

then. 

He turned around and looked at Gengtian Road with two empty eye sockets. 

"Don't worry, the old man will not let you miss this rare opportunity." 

Geng Tianlu patted Gu's skeleton seriously, and then bowed deeply at Su Lang, "Lord Lang, please take 

action and promote Gu promotion!" 

"can." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, "However, besides all your wealth, I have one more condition." 

"What conditions?" 



Geng Tianlu asked. 

"Your deadline is approaching." 

Su Lang said indifferently, "On the day of your death, I will personally send you on the road. Gu will 

follow me from now on, and I will help you take care of the dead stars." 

"puff!" 

"You have three conditions!" 

"Moreover, one condition is more excessive than one." 

"My life has been given to you, Gu has given it to you, and Tian Canxing will give it to you too!" 

Geng Tianlu couldn't believe it, and tremblingly pointed at Su Lang, "You, you, you, you are going to 

swallow me even the bones!" 

"Pooh!" 

"Who wants to swallow you old man." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes and said, "Think about it, if you don't have me, you will undoubtedly die, and the 

Heavenly Remnant Star will inevitably fall. 

Now that I help you, you can repel the pioneers of the Dark Sky World! 

You can even see the scene where the dark world was destroyed by me, and the scene where I repaired 

the dying star. " 

"Hahaha!" 

"You are crazy, it's hard to say that you have repelled the vanguard team, you still want to destroy the 

Dark Sky World, and want to repair the Sky Star!?" 

Geng Tianlu staggered back a few steps, laughing loudly in his mouth. 

"Ugh." 

"Actually I can get those three things by killing you." 

"However, I don't want to do that. After all, we have no grievances." 

Su Lang sighed, "You can not agree to me for the time being. I will help you get promoted to ancient 

times first, and you can make a decision by watching what happens next, how about?" 

"What you said makes sense." 

Geng Tianlu calmed down his emotions and took a deep look at Su Lang, "But, first help me get 

promoted? Are you not afraid that I will regret it?" 

Su Lang sneered: "Do you think I'm afraid?" 

"Haha, you won't!" 



"Because you are the craziest person I have ever seen in fifty million years." 

Geng Tianlu laughed up to the sky, "Let's do it, first help me promote to ancient times, and I will 

seriously consider your conditions." 

"Row." 

Su Lang nodded, holding Gu's skull with his hand, and asked in secret, "System, what materials are 

needed to evolve'Gu' into a Great Emperor's Soldier?" 

"Ding! Need to consume Wudi Soul*5, Fire Yang Hongguang Dao Jade*10, Purple Sunda Water Xiao Dao 

Jade*10..." 

Chapter 1295: Ancient dreamland 

The system gives a prompt. 

In total, five Wudi souls are needed, as well as fifty emperor-level materials and more than five hundred 

emperor-level materials! 

Su Lang discovered that these materials contained the power of the rules of each system. 

Combining with Emperor Wu’s path of cultivation, he immediately understood that the path of emperor 

soldier’s promotion was similar to that of Emperor Wu, who had to gather a large number of rules to be 

promoted! 

Fifty kinds of emperor-level materials belong to the five elements, ten of each. 

The remaining five hundred kinds of materials basically correspond to one rule. 

Those unfamiliar rules materials are very rare. 

Even if Su Lang is now ruling the two planets, he has made a big deal with Gouchen Chamber of 

Commerce. 

But there are still many materials that are lacking. 

of course. 

Su Lang can synthesize all materials, but some materials need to slowly try the synthesis method. 

and. 

Su Lang did not plan to produce this material himself. 

"Get me all these materials." 

"I really can't find everything I can think of." 

Su Lang burned all the necessary materials, whether they were available or not, into the jade slips, and 

handed them to Gengtian Road. 

"hiss!" 

"so much!" 
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"Five copies of the soul of Emperor Wu!? I can't provide this point alone, I only have one copy!" 

"Fifty kinds of great emperor-level materials!? Oh my god, there is a quasi-emperor in my own area, 

where are so many emperor-level materials!" 

"There are so many strange emperor-level materials, some of which have lived for so long, even 

unheard of!" 

Geng Tianlu looked at the list of materials given by Su Lang, and he was dumbfounded, and his whole 

person was about to split apart. 

"such." 

"You give me some first." 

Su Lang frowned and said, "Go to Xuyanfang City to find the rest." 

"Is it really that much?" 

Geng Tian Lu asked suspiciously. 

"Why do I say you old man talk so much nonsense?" 

"Is it my refining or your refining?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, and said, "If you love it or not, don't let it down!" 

"Ouch!" 

"Master Langdi, calm down your anger!" 

"Here are my existing materials!" 

"I'll ask the boys again if there is any material on the list." 

"I can also ask my three unjust daoists." 

"If there is no more, we will go to Xuyanfang City to see," 

Seeing that Su Lang was really impatient on Geng Tianlu, he immediately regretted his suspicious 

behavior, and quickly apologized. 

Moreover, he also thought that, anyway, according to the rules, after Su Lang refines the ancient into a 

great emperor soldier, he will also have all of Su Lang's wealth. 

No matter how much material Su Lang needs, as long as he can refine the Great Emperor's soldiers. 

So, what is the difference between giving early and giving late? 

After apologizing. 

Geng Tian Lu immediately took out a large amount of materials and handed it to Su Lang. 

"go quickly." 



Su Lang's expression was slightly relaxed, and he waved his hand, "I want to be as fast as possible, I 

don't want to waste time." 

"Yes Yes Yes!" 

Geng Tian Lu smiled wryly, and ran inside to find other Heavenly Remnant Star Martial Emperor. 

Su Lang took out the existing materials from the storage space and placed them in front of them in 

different categories. 

Suddenly. 

Pieces of great emperor grade materials and treasured emperor grade materials are lined up in a row. 

The Ninth-turn Wudi next to him looked like he wanted to swallow his saliva, but he didn't have a 

physical body. 

"Ancient." 

"I ask you some questions." 

Su Lang looked at the somewhat silly skeleton. 

"Lord Langdi, but it doesn't hurt to ask!" 

Gu respected Su Lang very, very much, and immediately nodded. 

"Your predecessor was the Great Emperor of the Exile, right?" 

Su Lang asked, "Since you were born from this body, have you inherited some memories?" 

"This...no!" 

"I am a new soul after all, and it has nothing to do with the previous life of this body." 

Gu shook his head, then tilted his skull and opened his mouth, "However, sometimes I dream, and the 

scenes I dream are very similar to the scenes of surviving in the exile in the previous life." 

"Oh!?" 

"Describe your dream again!" 

Su Lang hadn't reported any hope, but now he was full of energy. 

"Yes!" 

"I have probably had that kind of dream hundreds of times." 

"All dreams can be divided into three types." 

Chapter 1296: Pretend to be skilled 

"The first kind of dream is to stay motionless in a closed space, probably practicing in retreat." 
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"The second kind of dream is in which countless figures sit quietly together, and then some people stand 

in front of them and preach." 

"The third kind of dream is that in an extremely depressing atmosphere, many powerful men fought in 

battle, killing the sky in darkness and blood flowing into rivers." 

"I speculate that the battlefield where the third dream is located is the battle where the predecessor 

died." 

Gu Slowly said, "The reason for the war may be that another more terrifying war is about to start, and 

everyone will die." 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded gently. 

Through ancient description. 

Combined with the information obtained from Gouchen Chamber of Commerce. 

Su Lang probably has completed most of the things experienced by the predecessor of "Gu". 

The ancient predecessors wandered into exile, practicing hard in the extremely fast flow of time. " 

He joined a certain organization, this organization exchanged practice experience with each other, 

helping the weak to grow, it is definitely a very large organization. 

After that, the ancient predecessor gradually became stronger, but the "Battle Royale" was about to 

begin. The whole world was going to die, only one person could live! 

As the "Battle Royale" approached, anxiety, fear and other emotions infected a lot of people, and these 

people began to find other ways to survive. 

As a result, someone killed the Lost Xuanwu and successfully refined the ‘Gate of Reverse Banishment’. 

This ‘Gate of Reverse Banishment’ triggered a terrifying battle and led to the fall of the ancient 

predecessor. 

For the ancient dreamland, Su Lang valued the second one the most. 

"Where there are people, there are rivers and lakes." 

"There is a class where there are people." 

"The strong can form powerful forces to rule the entire exile." 

"In this way, this force can rule all warriors and train them into strong ones. 

"However, the ruling power limits their strength, so that those who can eventually win will always come 

from within the power." 

"These seemingly cultivated powerhouses will eventually become victims of awakening the coffin of the 

Nine Dragons. Gu's predecessor is one of them." 



"In addition to the harshness caused by the natural environment, the dangers between people are more 

severe than in the boundless universe." 

"The place of exile will give birth to a large number of powerful people every once in a while, start a 

battle royale, and then the whole world will die, which is equivalent to a reincarnation." 

"The closer you get to the end of reincarnation, the more solidified the warrior class in the land of exile, 

and it is difficult to break." 

"If Chu Xiaobei and the others are in the exile land, it's okay to be in the early stage of'reincarnation', 

they can slowly grow and grow." 

"But if it comes to the end of the'Reincarnation' just as soon as you fall in, and the'Battle Royale' is 

about to begin, that would be bad!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang couldn't help but frown, with a trace of worry in his eyes. 

He couldn't wait to go to the exile. 

However, there is no rush. 

Only step by step. 

"Get everything done first." 

Su Lang sighed, "I just hope that when I enter the Land of Exile, the battle has not yet begun." 

Next. 

While waiting for Gengtian Road, Su Lang used one button to synthesize continuously synthetic 

materials. 

Time passed slowly. 

A few hours later. 

Geng Tian Lu returned with the collected materials. 

"A total of 139 species!" 

"It's just that the quantity is not enough, and it doesn't meet the requirements of Lord Langdi." 

Gengtian Road handed the space ring containing the materials to Su Lang, and said apologetically. 

"It's okay." 

"Just find it." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, "Now let's go to Xuanfang City. By the way, how long does it take for 

Xuanfang City to deliver goods?" 

"quickly!" 

Gengtian Road said, "There is a delivery location in Xuyanfang City nearby, but no one knows where it 

is." 



"That's it." 

"Okay, go to Xufang City." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and felt more and more the terrifyingly huge volume of Xukongjiao. 

The super giant organization with tentacles all over the starry sky, I don't know how strong it is! 

"I used a talisman certified by the Void Teaching." 

"I don't know if the coordinates of Canglan Star will be exposed, which will cause trouble to Canglan 

Star." 

"Forget it, Xukongjiao shouldn't be interested in a small Wudi-level planet." 

"Even if you really dare to make trouble, the soldiers will come to cover up the water." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang took out the talisman for the interrogation, pretending to be there 

many times. 

He has treasure identification and knows exactly how to use the talisman. 

Therefore, there is no flaw in the pretence, and the skilled person is like an old client, bah, old customer! 

Chapter 1297: Emperor Wu walks everywhere! 

"Eh!" 

"I should be on Dongmen Street after I pass." 

Geng Tianlu hurriedly responded, and immediately took out the hand talisman for transmission. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang manipulated the talisman for the interrogation, and the power of the soul poured into the 

talisman for the interrogation. 

boom! 

A cloud of light exploded. 

Su Lang only felt the white flowers in front of him, and after the white light disappeared, streets 

appeared. 

"Lying down, it's really magical." 

Su Lang looked at the surrounding scenes and couldn't help but wonder in secret. 

This Suwanfang City gathers powerful people from all over the world, and various special world cultures 

converge and blend here. 

The most distinctive feature of this distance is the buildings on the street. 

Various buildings, tall, short, long, wide, pointed and round. 
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But all of them are very beautiful, after all, they are the essence of architecture in every world. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang looked at the surrounding shops again. 

It is very similar to the shops in ordinary cities, and they also sell some pill medicine, weapons and 

materials. 

just. 

Even the most **** goods sold in those shops have reached the Quasi-Emperor level! 

"Hey, this market is good!" 

Su Lang's eyes moved away from the building and fell on the pedestrians around him. 

There are not many pedestrians, sparsely. 

However, the people who communicated are basically high-level Wudi! 

Even if there are occasional low-level ones, they are definitely not lower than Wudi level. 

And the temperament is good, at first glance, he is the kind of person with profound background. 

"It's worthy of being the Xufang City where many planetary powerhouses gather." 

While admiring Su Lang, he observed the composition of this world. 

As a result, it was found that the mental power could not detect too far, but could only detect a radius 

of one kilometer. 

Presumably, Gengtian Road, which has a lower spiritual realm, will be suppressed even harder. 

"It can only detect a kilometer range, which is very annoying." 

Su Lang also wanted to probe the edge of this world. 

Unable to detect the edge of the world, Su Lang observed everything around him. 

Floor tiles on the ground, surrounding houses, trees, water flow, etc. 

but. 

The more I looked at Su Lang, the more frowned. 

Because he couldn't see exactly how the world came out for the time being. 

"Perhaps because my illusory rules and spiritual rules have not yet been condensed?" 

Su Lang frowned, then gave up observation and walked towards the tall archway marked Dongmen 

Street in the distance. 

Not long. 

Su Lang saw Gengtian Road by the side of the road and walked over to meet him. 



"Let's go." 

"The things we want are so rare that we have to go shopping one by one." 

Su Lang waved his hand and took Gengtian Road to the material shop next to him. 

"What do you two need!" 

A quasi emperor greeted Su Lang and Geng Tianlu with a smile, and he was so humble that he did not 

look like the quasi emperor. 

"Bring me all the items on this list." 

Su Lang turned out a bill of materials for the Emperor Zhun to read. 

"This......" 

"It's all rare things, I don't know some of them!" 

The Emperor Zhun looked at Su Lang in amazement, and then said apologetically, "There are only thirty 

kinds in our store." 

"I want it." 

Su Lang nodded, then turned around and walked out of the shop, and shouted by the way, "Old Man 

Geng, you come to pay." 

"it is good." 

Gengtianlu quickly agreed, and then signed the order with Zhundi buddy and agreed on the delivery 

location. 

Because Xuyanfang City stipulates that there is no bargaining, it saves the trouble of bargaining. 

As for the order, I was aware of the convenience of delivery, and the second was to pay taxes to 

Xukongjiao. 

time flies. 

Su Lang and Gengtian Road visited shops one by one and bought many materials they needed. 

Some materials that are very, very scarce at a glance are even available. 

It is indeed the famous Xuyanfang City. 

but. 

When the materials are half-stocked. 

Geng Tian Lu's old face was distorted with sorrow: "Lord Langdi, my fairy source has been used up!" 

"Is this all used up?" 

"You have ruled the Sky Canopy for so long, how come there are hundreds of millions of inferior 

immortal sources, right?" 



Su Lang looked at Gengtian Road suspiciously, always feeling that this old man was not sincere. 

"I really have no Xianyuan." 

Geng Tianlu sighed, "The rest of the materials are still a bit, but they are all ordinary goods, which 

people look down on." 

"Fine." 

"You don't need to pay anymore, I will pay in advance." 

Su Lang glanced at Gengtian Road, "You have to give me all your wealth after you go back." 

"it is good." 

Geng Tianlu nodded, and agreed very simply, after all, he had figured it out. 

then. 

After entering the next material shop. 

In the inquiring eyes of a prospective emperor treasurer. 

Chapter 1298: Show off your wealth in front of you 

"sell things!" 

Su Lang directly transformed a hundred pieces of Great Emperor Grade materials and threw them on 

the counter. 

These one hundred Great Emperor grade materials were synthesized by Su Lang using materials bought 

by the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce. 

And only used less than one-tenth of all materials. 

"This this this!?" 

The treasurer of the quasi-great emperor instantly bounced from his chair, "Friends of Taoism are selling 

materials!?" 

"if not." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, "Do you want to show off your wealth in front of you?" 

"Uh!" 

The treasurer of the quasi-emperor looked at Su Lang incredulously, "Guest you...you really have so 

many emperor-level materials!?" 

In his opinion. 

Su Lang is also a quasi-great emperor just like him, and only the second rank martial emperor with a 

weird aura. 

Such a person can come up with a hundred Great Emperor grade materials! ? 
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It's amazing to take out one! 

At this time. 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and glanced at the shopkeeper: "Why, are you still afraid of 

being deceived in Suanfang City?" 

This statement came out. 

The shopkeeper was suddenly enlightened and suddenly realized! 

Yes. 

This is the city of Xuyanfang, a city established by the Void Sect. No one dares to be wild here. 

If someone dares to make frauds and corrupt the reputation of Xuanfang City, Xukongjiao will be the 

first to let that person go! 

"Haha!" 

"It's my dog who doesn't know Mount Tai. Please forgive me, please sit down!" 

The shopkeeper's excitement broke, and he quickly moved his chair behind Su Lang's buttocks, wishing 

to tie Su Lang to the chair, for fear that he would go to another store. 

No wonder he was so excited. 

He hadn't confiscated the materials of the Great Emperor, but he had received them one by one, and he 

would not have received one for tens of thousands of years. 

It is the first time in my life to receive one hundred at a time! 

In addition to the excitement of the shopkeeper, Geng Tian Lu also had a shocked expression, and a 

thick storm rose in his heart! 

"This Lord Langdi has so many Great Emperor grade materials!?" 

"What kind of status is he to have so much wealth!" 

Geng Tianlu's heart was in a mess. He had lived a lifetime, and it was the first time he saw such a 

wealthy man! 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang became even more mysterious in the eyes of Geng Tian Lu! 

At the same time, he no longer thought that Su Lang was a liar, completely gone. 

After all, once someone makes a move, it is a wealth he can't make in dozens of lifetimes! 

"Calculate how much these materials are worth." 

Su Lang hung his eyelids and said slowly, "Don't give me sloppy eyes, or you will be finished." 

"Guests don't worry!" 



"How dare I hit your sloppy eyes!?" 

The shopkeeper's face was flattering, "I will calculate the value of the materials for you." 

He didn't lie. 

For a super rich like Su Lang, even if the emperor behind him comes, he will definitely treat it with 

caution! 

He is a quasi-great emperor who dares to provoke Su Lang because he is tired of his life! 

Next. 

The treasurer of the quasi emperor carefully calculated the value of the materials and came up with a 

total price of 5.37 million Yuan Xianyuan. 

Su Lang had purchased a lot of materials before, and he was quite experienced. 

In addition, the shopkeeper really didn't dare to mess with him, so he agreed with the price. 

"So be it." 

"I will see the money today." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, "Can the money be delivered on time?" 

"do not worry!" 

The treasurer of the quasi-great nodded in a hurry, "Our shops are jointly opened by many worlds, and 

the funds will definitely be raised." 

"Row." 

"I still need some gadgets here, see if you have them." 

Su Lang handed the list of missing materials to the treasurer of the quasi-great emperor. 

"There are thirty-seven kinds in the store!" 

"However, I can find the missing ones right away." 

The shopkeeper looked at the list and immediately patted his chest and said, "Moreover, I can decide on 

the materials on this list and give it to the distinguished guests!" 

What Su Lang lacks are some imperial grade materials. 

Although rare, it is not worth much. 

If converted to a high-quality Xianyuan, a piece of material is worth several hundred yuan, not even a 

fraction of more than five million high-quality Xianyuan! 

and so. 

The shopkeeper dared to make this package ticket. 



"readily." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "I will find you if I am short of money in the future." 

"Thank you for your care!" 

The quasi-great emperor's music is broken, "The younger one is Jiang Che, and I look forward to your 

visit again!" 

How many celestial sources he has to draw for this single! 

A source of immortality that can't be earned for a million years! 

Chapter 1299: Quasi emperor deliveryman 

Immediately after. 

Gengtian Road and Jiang Che signed an order. 

Then, with the gift from the shopkeeper Jiang Che, Su Lang and Geng Tianlu left the shop. 

"Let's go, go back and wait for the delivery in Xufang City." 

On the street, Su Lang said lightly, and then exited Xuyanfang City. 

Gengtian Road immediately followed and withdrew from Xuyanfang City. 

The picture turned around. 

Back in the ancient quiet room. 

Gu Duan sat on the ground upright, and Geng Tianlu's expression was a little bit of awe. 

"Old Man Geng, you take these materials, and you will deliver them with the people in Xuyanfang City 

later." 

Su Lang took out one hundred Great Emperor Grade materials and placed them in front of Gengtian 

Road. 

What I saw in Xuyanfang City before was the material that was turned out, but at this time, what was in 

front of me was a real treasure! 

That breath of realness can no longer be real, and the shock to people is even more terrifying! 

For an instant. 

Gengtian Road is a little blank! 

Unsuspecting Gu has a mouth, and his jaw is about to be dislocated! 

"What are you doing in a daze." 

Su Lang glanced at Gengtian Road and smiled faintly. 

"it is good!" 
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"I'm going now!" 

Geng Tianlu recovered, nodded, and immediately left the underground palace. 

"People of the Void Cult, I am quite interested." 

With a thought, Su Lang dispatched some treasure hunting flying flying gliders to follow near Gengtian 

Road. 

The next step is to wait. 

Su Lang is not a person who likes to waste time. 

He wants to do something even for a little while. 

then. 

Su Lang's gaze fell into the black mysterious space. 

The martial arts villain is still crazy and busy, with a lot of visions around his body, and he knows that he 

is practicing very powerful exercises. 

On the other hand, one-tenth of the cultivating villain turned golden, and it was still a little while before 

the next road was condensed. 

"The only thing that can move is the system balance." 

Su Lang glanced at the system balance, and after upgrading the clone dispatch last time, there were still 

four thousand superior Xianyuan left. 

but. 

The Xianyuan obtained from the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce has not yet been deposited into the 

system. 

Su Lang glanced roughly and found that there were more than 10 billion immortal sources. 

"With the Xianyuan sent from Fang City in a while, my system functions can be upgraded once again!" 

Su Lang licked his lips, feeling a little excited! 

at this time. 

Endless purple clouds appeared in the sky of the Sky Disappearance, which is the world consciousness 

prompting the invasion of people from other worlds. 

"Speaking of Cao Cao Cao Cao, this Cao Cao's speed is really not overshadowed. 

Seeing this scene, Su Lang couldn't help but smiled, and then shared the perception of flying flying flying 

treasure hunting. 

A purple canopy appeared in front of him. 

Gengtian Road stepped up into the sky, penetrated through the clouds, and came to the outer 

atmosphere of the Sky Canal. 



A mysterious man with a gray robe and a white mask stood quietly in the void. 

This person is just a quasi-great, but he holds two great treasures! 

His left hand is holding a justice scale, and his right hand is holding a space system ring-shaped emperor 

soldier. The horror aura fills the void, making the heaven and the earth change drastically. 

"Awesome!" 

"Even to let the quasi-emperor be a deliveryman, and also equipped with two emperor soldiers!" 

Su Lang watched constantly, "I will also set up a void trading platform in the future, and every rider is a 

great emperor!" 

Immediately after. 

The prospective emperor of Nasuwanfang City took out a justice scale and vowed with Gengtian Road. 

The whole process was very ceremonial. 

The content of the oath is nothing more than that the Void Church protects privacy, never leaks 

information, and that the buyer and the seller have no objection to the transaction and do not regret it. 

Next. 

The deliveryman, Zhun Dadi, took out more than five million high-quality Xianyuan and many materials 

from the space emperor's soldiers and gave them to Gengtian Road. 

Gengtian Road also took out some Xianyuan to the deliveryman 

——These Xianyuan are the transaction payments made in other stores before the transactions with 

Jiangyuan stores. 

Finish it all. 

The delivery quasi-great used that great soldier to open the space channel and disappeared. 

On the other hand, Geng Tian Lu was shaking his body, looking left and right, while returning to Tian Can 

Star at the fastest speed. 

This is the first time that he'carrying a huge sum of money', even on his own territory, he is too nervous! 

in a blink. 

Gengtian Road returned to the underground palace. 

"Goooo!" 

"It's all inside!" 

Geng Tianlu swallowed his saliva and handed the space ring containing huge sums of money and 

materials to Su Lang. 

"Ok." 

Su Lang nodded faintly, and put the ring into the storage space. 



Soon. 

"System, store all Xianyuan." 

Su Lang resisted his excitement and stored all the fairy sources into the system. 

Wow! 

The number of system balances began to skyrocket! 

In the end, it reached seven figures, a full 6.66 million high-quality Xianyuan! 

Chapter 1300: This ups and downs of life 

"Instantly rich!" 

"This wealth is hundreds of times the wealth of an ordinary quasi-great!" 

Su Lang looked at the number behind the system balance and couldn't help but shine. 

Immediately after. 

"system!" 

"Upgrade the one-key training and one-key martial arts functions to level 38!" 

"Upgrading the clone dispatch and one-click treasure hunting functions to level 37!" 

Su Lang licked his lips and successively gave instructions, "Upgrade the one-key empowerment function 

to level 16!" 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding! Consume 100,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding! Consuming 1 million superior immortal sources, the one-key training function has been upgraded 

to level 38, and the training speed has been increased to 366592 billion times the speed of the basic 

training without lack of qualifications!" 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding! Consume 100,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million superior immortal sources, the one-key martial arts function is upgraded to 

level 38, and the training speed is increased to 366.592 billion times the speed of the basic training 

without lack of qualification!" 

"Ding! Consume 100,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million superior fairy sources, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 

37, the number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 37, and the number of clones is 37!" 

"Ding! Consuming 1000 high-quality fairy source..." 

"Ding!......" 
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"Ding! It consumes 10 million superior Xianyuan, the one-click treasure hunting function has been 

upgraded to level 37, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders has increased to 366.592 

billion!" 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 high-quality fairy sources..." 

"Ding!......" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million high-quality fairy sources, the one-key empowerment function has 

been increased to 16 levels, the current empowerment efficiency has been increased to 100%, and the 

number of daily empowerments has been increased to 16 times!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-click treasure hunting function to level 35. You have obtained 

the new bonus function "Emperor's Golden Body"! Immune to all the damage of Emperor Wu and his 

lower levels!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-key empowerment function to level 15. You have obtained the 

new bonus function ‘Good for being a teacher’! All initiations have doubled!” 

"Ding! When the first four main functions are all upgraded to level 40, you will get the new function 

unlock permission!" 

After a series of system prompts. 

Each function has been improved by two or three levels. 

The balance of the mysterious space system also dropped sharply to just over one million in an instant. 

"Tsk tsk, get rich and poor every day!" 

"This life of ups and downs is really exciting!" 

Su Lang looked at the only remaining system balance, but smiled in his heart! 

Because, just a few breaths after the sound of the system, his cultivating villain completely turned 

golden! 

"The speed of accumulating cultivation base is so fast!" 

"It seems that I will be able to reach the Great Emperor level soon!" 

"Moreover, the cohesion of the power of the other great avenues is no longer so difficult!" 

Su Lang thought about it, almost laughed. 

but. 

He did not hurriedly raise his level. 

Instead, I plan to save for a while, and then go straight to the highest level! 

"Get the things in front of you first." 

Su Lang calmed down his excitement, and his eyes fell on Gu. 



Seeing this, Gengtian Road on the side also became nervous. 

He has lived such an old age, he has rarely been so nervous and excited. 

Soon. 

"Please entrust Master Langdi!" 

Geng Tian Lu stood up, bowed, and retreated outside the door consciously. 

In his opinion, it must be a very difficult thing to promote for Kujin, and there must be no interference. 

"It doesn't matter if you leave, so that you won't be scared to death." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he got up and came to Gu. 

"grown ups!" 

Although Gu did not have a physical body but a skeleton, he still showed a very nervous mood. 

"Don't worry, it will be fine soon." 

Su Lang smiled, and put his hand on Gu's smooth skull, "System, promote Gu Jin to the emperor 

soldier!" 

"Ding! It consumes the soul of Emperor Wu*5, the fire sun rainbow light road jade*10, the purple sunda 

water Xiaodao jade*10..." 

"'Ancient' evolved into an emperor soldier!" 

Rumble! 

The aura of terror spread without warning, like a nuclear bomb exploded! 

The quiet room made of precious materials was directly torn apart and turned into fragments to fly 

around. 

 


